
Elements of Good 
Design

How to Make Your 
Documents Look Better

Ms. Scales



Golden Proportion
n Documents in our culture usually adhere to a specific 

page ratio of height to width referred to as the 
“Golden Proportion.” 

n The size of the Golden Proportion is 
1:1.6 or 3:5.

n The basis of many 
shapes including 
the Parthenon.



Optical Center

n Optical Center is where your eye naturally looks first 
on a piece of paper.

n Lies slightly above mathematical center.

Optical Center
Mathematical Center



Center of Interest
n What do you look

at first on this 
page?

n Is it hard to 
decide?

n Why do you think 
it is it hard to 
decide what to 
look at first?



Center of Interest
n What do you look

at first on this 
page? 

n Why?

n In what order do 
you look at the 
items
on this page?

n Why?



Center of Interest

n The “Center of Interest” is the 1st thing a 
person looks at on a page or spread (two 
pages side by side). 

n Every page or spread should have a Center 
of Interest. 

n By making something the center of interest, 
you can control where the audience looks 
and the first thing they see.



Which has the strongest center of 
interest?



Center of Interest

nWhat keeps this 
page from having 
a good center of 
interest?

nWhat problem/s 
does that cause 
for the reader?



Center of Interest

nWhat is the 
center of 
interest on 
this page? 

nWhy?



Center of Interest

nWhat is the center 
of interest on this 
page?

nWhy did the center 
of interest change?

nIn what order do 
you look at the 
items on this page?



Eye Movement

n Controlled by the document designer.

n Generally created by size or color.

n A well designed document will have 
good eye movement.



Eye Movement
n The largest item of a layout is the first thing people see 

and becomes the center of interest.

n People’s eyes need a natural path to follow in a page 
layout, starting with the most important item.

n A well designed document has good eye movement, which 
creates a “hierarchy” of information.

n Eye movement can be created by the document designer.

n Generally, its created by varying the size of items on a 
page layout.



Eye 
Movement

n Example

n In what order 
do you look at 
the items on
this page?



Eye Movement
n In what order do you look 

at the elements on the 
page below?

nWhy is it easier to 
determine than the one to 
the left? 

• In what order do you 
look at the elements 
on the page below?

• Why is this hard to 
determine? 



Eye Movement



Balance

n Visual balance is the arranging of 
elements on the page so that no one 
section is heavier than the other.

n Provides a sense of order to the layout.



Balance

n Balance provides a sense of order to the layout.

n Balance also helps give a layout a certain “feel.”  

n Visual balance is the arranging of elements on 
the page so that no one section is heavier than 
the other.



4 Kinds of Balance
n Formal Balance

n Can be divided down the center and have almost the same or 
similar items on each side. Lends itself to more traditional, 
orderly layouts.

n Informal Balance
n Balance typically off-center or created with an odd or 

mismatched number of disparate elements. Creates a modern, 
more laid-back look.

n Radial Balance
n Circular composition in which the elements project outward from a 

central core at regular intervals like the spokes of a wheel.

n Allover or Crystallographic Balance
n Balance with equal emphasis over an entire two-dimensional surface 

so that there is always the same visual weight or attraction wherever 
you may look.



Formal or Symmetrical 
Balance

n An arrangement of elements so that they evenly divide the 
page such as a centered alignment or one that divides the 
page in even segments (halves, quarters, etc.)

n Used by the majority of people.



Formal Balance

n Example
of a formally

balanced 
Page.

Vertical Symmetry —
Each vertical half 
(excluding text) of the 
brochure is a near 
mirror image of the 
other, emphasized with 
the reverse in colors.



Formal Balance
n Example

of a formally
balanced 

page.

Although not mirror 
images, the overall look is 
very symmetrical and 
balanced. Each of the line 
drawings are more or less 
centered within their 
section. The graphic (text 
and image) in the upper 
center of the page is the 
focal point tying all the 
parts together.



Adding Balance

n Which one is better? Why?



Formal Balance

n Why is this Formal 
Balanced?



Informal or Asymmetrical 
Balance

n Asymmetrical design is typically off-center or created with an 
odd or mismatched number of disparate elements.

n Under used by most people.



Informal Balance

n Example of
an informally

balanced 
page.



Informal Balance

n Example of
an informally

balanced 
page.

This page uses a 3 column format to 
create a neatly organized 
asymmetrical layout. The two 
columns of text are balanced by the 
blocks of color in the lower left 
topped by a large block of white 
space. In this case, because the 
white space is in a block shaped 
much like the text columns, it 
becomes an element of the design in 
its own right.



Informal Balance

n Example of
an informally

balanced 
page.

Asymmetrical Tension — The 
elements of this brochure cover 
primarily the left side, but with a few 
stems escaping and arching across 
the page. The text, although 
randomly placed, follows the lines 
of the plants keeping them 
anchored to the overall design. The 
off-balance design creates a sense 
of freedom and movement.



Informal Balance

n Why is this Informal 
Balanced?



Radial Balance

nWith radial designs the elements radiate from 
or swirl around in a circular or spiral path.



Radial Balance

n Example of
a radial

balanced 
page.

An example of radial balance 
in a rectangular space. 
The year represents the 
center of the design with 
the subtle color sections 
radiating from that center.



Radial Balance

n Example of
a radial

balanced 
page.

Colors and text radiate 
out from the apple in 
the middle of this CD 
cover design. The 
effect is almost one of 
spiraling down into the 
center of the apple.



Allover Balance

n Example of
an Allover
Balanced 

page.
All Over Balance: It can't be 

neatly sliced in half like a 
symmetrical design but 
most of the elements have 
only small differences in 
shape and mass. This 
page achieves an overall 
balance by use of an 
underlying grid that 
spreads the many pieces 
out over the entire page, 
more or less evenly.



Allover Balance

n Why is this 
Allover 
Balanced?



What kind of 
balance?



What kind 
of balance?



Contrast in a Document
nAdds Interest

nCreates a hierarchy of 
elements that produce 
eye movement.

nUsed to create a 
center-of-interest.
n (The first thing you look at 

on a page)



Contrast

❚Types of Contrast

Value

Weight

Form

Placement

Quantity

Texture

Scale



Contrast

n Example of a document with little contrast



Contrast

n Examples of the use of Contrast



What Type of Contrasts are used?



What Type of Contrasts are used?
nWhat makes this 

page exciting?

n What elements 
create contrast in 
this layout?

nHow does this 
affect the viewer?



What Type of Contrasts are used?



What Type of Contrasts are used?



What Type of Contrasts are used?



Rhythm

n Rhythm is repetition of objects in various 
ways and combinations

n Adds interest and helps unify the document.

n More than one form of Rhythm can be used 
in a layout.



Rhythm

n Repetition Rhythm
n A repetition of the same pattern in a row.
n

n

n

n



Rhythm

n Interrupted Rhythm
Rhythm with a break or twist.

n



Rhythm
n Gradated Rhythm

n Transforms over a series of items.
n Repeated items that change in size or width.



Rhythm

n Staccato Rhythm
nCreated as a 

random splashes 
of the same 
patterns.



Rhythm

n What kind of Rhythm do you see here?



Rhythm

n What kind of Rhythm do you see here?



Rhythm
n What kind of 

Rhythm do 
you see 
here?



Rhythm
n Find and list the items/colors/layout on these pages that are 

repeated.

n What do they do for the
pages?



Unity

n The grouping, repetition or placement of 
elements make the elements and pages in a 
document feel like a consistent whole.

n Always repeat your colors and your shapes.

n Multiple design concepts create Unity in a 
document, including: Rhythm, Contrast, and 
Balance.



Pointing Devices

n Points to a specific 
element on a page.

n What makes you 
look at the Chart?



Pointing Devices

n Pointing devices can be a variety of things.



Pointing Device



Alignment

n Items of a page have natural points that can 
be used to organize the page.

n Aligning items provides a nature order and 
professional look.



Alignment

• How does the 
ingredients on this 
recipe create a sense 
of order?



Alignment

• Identify the 
items that 
align in 
this layout.

• How does 
this affect 
the look?



Alignment and Grids

n The grid is a 
powerful graphical 
concept in 
organizing layouts

n Although it is 
normally invisible 
in the finished 
design; it is not 
itself a graphical 
element of the 
design.

What is the difference in the two layouts to the 
right?

Which looks better and why?



Alignment

n How 
has this 
been 
aligned?



Alignment

n How has this been aligned?



Alignment

n Example of fun 
way of using
alignment in a
document.



Which looks better?



Proximity

n Defines objects as a grouping.
n Use to define areas of 

information.



Proximity

n Example



Proximity



White Space

n White space provides visual 
breathing room for the eye. 

n Add white space to make a 
page less cramped, 
confusing, or overwhelming.

n An important principle of 
design missing from the page 
layouts of many novices is 
'nothing' or white space.



White Space is Your Friend

n It breaks up text and graphics. 

n White space is the area of the page that does not 
contain text or graphics, such as the margins or the 
space in between columns called the gutter. 

n A page should not be so crammed full of text that it's a 
mass of illegible type. 

n If you squint at the page and it seems like a 
homogenous gray blob, you probably have not used 
white space effectively.



White Space
n White space provides visual breathing room for the 

eye. 



White Space

n Add white space to make a page less cramped, 
confusing, or overwhelming.



White Space

n White Space is not always “white.”
n Do not TRAP white space!



Which one looks better? Why?



Document Design:
Rules of Thumb

n People should always looks into a picture.

n Do not use more than three fonts in a 
document. However, you can use all of the 
styles of a font (i.e. bold, italic, narrow, 
oblique, etc.)

n Never cut a document exactly in half with an 
element.



Document Design:
Rules of Thumb

n Professional printing uses italics rather 
than underlines.

n Leave some white space on each page.

n A bad graphic is worst than no graphic.



Images and Image Selections

n Most of the time, simple images work better than 
complex ones, creating a suggestion of the topic. 



Identify:

n Center of 
interest

n Unity
n Rhyme
n Contrast

n Pointing 
Devices

n Eye 
Movement

n White Space



Identify:

nCenter of 
Interest

nUnity
nRhyme
nContrast
nPointing 

Devices
nEye Movement


